
 

Researchers investigate why certain brains
are more vulnerable to addiction
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In a report published Tuesday, researchers in neuroscience, addiction
and behavioral health laid out the latest research into what makes
individuals vulnerable to substance abuse and dependency, along with
new discoveries that may hold the key for successful prevention and
treatment for those addicted to opioids and other drugs.
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The authors noted that, although the use of psychoactive drugs has
occurred in almost every society in human history, fatalities from the
more recent wave of opioid use are unprecedented. More Americans are
dying from overdoses than from car accidents.

Their study, published in Psychological Science in the Public Interest,
makes the case that understanding the neurobiological mechanisms
underlying drug-seeking behaviors is critical, as is finding evidence-
based prevention strategies for opioid abuse in particular and substance
abuse in general.

"Addiction is a disease of decision-making," said lead author Antoine
Bechara, a professor of psychology at the USC Dornsife College of
Letters, Arts and Sciences and an expert in the neuroscience of decision-
making, addiction and substance abuse. "The majority of people have
intact brain mechanisms of decision-making that keep them resilient to
succumbing to an addiction. The question is, who is more vulnerable and
how do we best determine that?"

Bechara and his colleagues believe advancements in brain science can
help identify those vulnerable individuals before they're exposed to
addictive substances, as well as determine how to treat anyone who has
become addicted.

The role of the prefrontal cortex in addiction

The authors observed that, during more than three decades of research
on drug use, little attention was paid to the importance of the prefrontal 
cortex—which is key for self-regulation, long-term goal-setting, impulse
control and the ability to predict consequences of behavior—in deciding
to take drugs in the first place. As such, they've brought together
evidence showing the most vulnerable have abnormal functioning in
neurocognitive systems.
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In particular, a weak prefrontal cortex—resulting either from genetic
factors such as different levels of neurotransmitters in the brain or from
developmental factors like early head injury—may influence addiction.
The prefrontal cortex is very susceptible to even mild traumatic head
injuries; early child abuse can also impact the development of the
prefrontal cortex.

"There are several factors that create the situation where the prefrontal
cortex is suboptimal or weak, and the decision-making capacity doesn't
develop normally," said Bechara. "These are people who become more
susceptible to becoming addicted not just to opioids but other drugs they
have access to."

Two extreme positions contribute to opioid addiction
and overdose deaths

Bechara argues that, in response to the opioid crisis, two extreme
positions have been taken.

"First, the pharmaceutical companies sold the idea that opioid
medications will only be used by people in pain and people won't
become addicted," he explained. "That's not true, because you have no
way of telling who is susceptible to becoming addicted and who is not."

"The overreaction by doctors is another extreme; because of the fear that
everyone is going to be addicted to opioids, they are not prescribing
them to people in chronic pain who may need them," he continued.
"There are a lot of people who could benefit from controlled
administration of those medications, which work very well to treat pain."

Preventing and treating opioid addiction
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The authors expressed the need for a clinical test to screen and sort out
those who are more likely to misuse and abuse opioid drugs, such as
those with prefrontal cortex dysfunction. For those who are already
addicted, they presented research into behavioral approaches—including
training designed to increase working memory capacity—that can boost
the functions of the prefrontal cortex.

The researchers also proposed the use of procedures like transcranial
magnetic stimulation, a noninvasive brain-stimulation technique allowing
selective neural stimulation or inhibition. The technique, when used to
stimulate the executive decision system of the prefrontal cortex, has
been shown to reduce craving or consumption of cocaine, cigarettes and
alcohol in prior studies.

The authors acknowledged that more research is needed to better
understand those therapies and which will be the most effective.

  More information: www.psychologicalscience.org/p … gy-of-
addiction.html
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